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The joys, successes
and the challenges...
CSJ has delivered

From a very young age, I would
nearly always have a puppy to
play with, socialise and ‘train’ –
whether it be simply to lead
properly, recall or retrieve a ball.
The youngster would want to go
everywhere with me and ‘interfere’
with everything I was doing – that
was how the bond would develop
between us.

It’s clear to see the same strong
relationships between the handlers
and dogs featured here in our News
Mag. Each dog wanting to please 
and perform to their best ability. 
One of the many joys over the years
of developing CSJ has been talking 
to dog owners about their k9
partnerships – the joys, the
successes, the challenges – as well as
the odd frustrations!

Today, it’s a real pleasure for us to
see that so many champions trust
CSJ. Many have used our products
since they were developed in 1998. 

We are extremely proud to play an
important part in supporting these
partnerships by developing and
offering great natural products. 
Our extensive ‘kennel’ of natural
products continues to produce superb
results that promote the health and
well-being of the dogs.

I have grown up with dogs
all my life – some might
even say I was born with 
a whistle in my mouth.

But as a competitor myself, we don’t
stop there, we are always on the
look-out for ways to improve our
range or develop new products to
help get that extra performance from
your dog that can make all the
difference to winning… or not!  

Our new herb mix, Focus! helps
youngsters to settle and concentrate
on their training and/or performance.
STORM® Canis is rather a
revolutionary product that allows a
dog to perform at its optimum speed
and power for longer and aid muscle
recovery... And to give a little thank
you to your dog, why not offer them
our new Meaty Treats!

To me, there is nothing quite as
rewarding as seeing your dog loving
what he or she is doing – whether it
be general obedience, performing at
championship level, simply retrieving
a ball or running out at an
International…  

We are here to support you and your
partnership. Good luck to you all in
the year ahead.

CERI RUNDLE TALKS ABOUT
PARTNERSHIPS, TRUST AND ALWAYS
LOOKING TO IMPROVE THEIR RANGE

We are here to
support you and your
partnership ,,

,,
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CSJ Agility

Ann Harmes manages CSJ Agility at
Camddwr Canine Ltd. Far more than sales
people, Ann and her husband Stuart know
and care about dogs!

With countless titles to their name, plus over 20 years experience
training and competing at top level with sporting dogs, they aim 
to search out the very best dog products from across the globe.

It was so great to have Tog back
flying the Wales Flag at the WAO this
year, after his withdrawal due to
injury the preceding year, Stuart had
some amazing results getting to the
finals of both the Biathlon and the
Games, and an unfortunate and
uncharacteristic run by the seesaw
in the Biathlon coming between them
and a medal!

Stuart and Tog

The group of Agility Stockists in Agility
has remained very active in the sport, and
continues to provide a great service providing
CSJ distribution to the Agility Community. 
Thank you for your continued support and
we wish you every success with business 
in 2015.

“Well it’s certainly been a hectic year!
I think this is the first time we have
had so many young dogs at
Camddwr. It’s busy and sometimes 
I think we are mad - but I guess it’s 
a case of ‘why not’ and enjoy them 
as they are worth every moment!”

As Team Manager for the WAO 
(World Agility Open) Wales squad,
Stuart is thrilled to fly the CSJ flag
as CSJ sponsored the Team Wales
once again in 2014 for our trip to
Italy. No Medals this year, but some
great individual performances to be
proud of and a great squad.

Well what an amazing little dog this is! 
A true ‘Stuart dog’ if ever there was one
– a little bit crazy, but so naturally
talented and fun to work! Moley has
finished the season by going grade 6
and we look forward to watching him
next year progress to the higher classes!

Wholey Moley

2014 has been a
great season with
some good results
from Tog seeing him back on Tog
form, and a great recovery and
return from his injury. He has also
sired another litter, which have just
been born so we look forward to
watching their progress!

csjk9.com

csjk9.com

Pi ctured above : 
Stuart Harmes with Tog

ANN HARMES MANAGES CSJ AGILITY AT CAMDDWR CANINE LTD

Pictured above l ef t:   
Moley en joying the snow

Our mission:
to search out the very best dog
products from across the globe
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CSJ Agility

As part of team Wales (WAO) I competed
with two dogs in 2014. For Woof, it was a
great and valuable experience for a young
dog, and he will compete once again for
the 2015 event.

Noonoo was also proud to represent
Wales and put in some great
performances. She was a force to be
reckoned with over the lower jumps
and I think I am going to have to get
much fitter to do her justice in 2015
as she has been selected once again
to go to The Netherlands in May.

Ann Harmes

I also have a new little powerhouse
called Batman! (So yes, as you can
see – a lot of fit / healthy dogs
competing in the Harmes’ stable!) 
A small male dog, he has started with
a few shows in 2014 and is showing
amazing promise. Batman will be my
project for 2015 and I am looking
forward to this little dog showing his
talent.

This will be Noonoo’s last year as
she will be approaching 10 years old
and will hang up her agility boots to
enjoy a fit and healthy retirement.
Woof and I have had an incredible
year, qualifying for the Agility Secrets
Jumping Cup and also Novice
Olympia, and finished off the season
going into Championship (g7). I’m so
very excited about 2015 if I can stop
Stuart trying to steal him!

This will be 
Noonoo’s last 
year as she will be
approaching 10 
years old.

Pi ctured above : 
Ann Harmes with  Noonoo 
Photography courtesy of Ian Watt
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Fergus, Deep and Theory BY LEAH GARDNER

We have had a great 2014 year.
Theory has now won into
championship level and he also
made it to the Olympia Semi-finals.
He has gone from strength to
strength this year and is such fun to
run. We have our first championship
class in 2015. I cannot wait!

Deep (my terriorist) is coming into
his own now. He is super speedy,
proving I need to get fitter than ever.

He is a fun dog to run, always
keeping me on my toes!

This year Fergus will come out. 
He was meant to be my husband’s
dog but work commitments etc. 
have meant that I have been training
him. He is great fun and I can't wait
to compete with him! I'd like to
thank CSJ again for helping me keep
my boys fit, healthy and at
the top of their game!

Leah and the Chafford Dogs x
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This year we missed out on selection, disappointed but able to
concentrate on chasing the illusive 3rd win to get Bobbie to Agility
Champion.

At 7 years old it is an accepted fact
that Bobbie, may have an uphill
climb as the younger dogs come
into their prime. That said we did
get into several finals this year,
being placed last to run having
qualified in top position. 

2014 saw Bobbie and Ian
win Crufts singles

This year has seen us focusing 
on Bobbie’s fitness and core body
strength, as she gets that bit older, 
I have felt that keeping her in
better than ever condition is a
priority. Together with the help of
Kate Smith we have been putting 
a fitness plan in place; she looks
good to go for 2015.

My young dog Kelly has made an
appearance this year. I have made 
a decision to use running contacts.
This is still a work in progress;
therefore Kelly has been competing 
in Jumping only up to this point.

We missed out by a fraction of 
a second. Be assured, we shall be
trying hard to get there again in
2015.

Another exciting year for me
with both Bobbie and my
youngster Kelly

CSJ Agility

January saw Bobbie selected for the Team GB
squad. We had several team days through
January to March, which ended in the Team
Selection at the Lincoln Show in April.

Her contacts will be ready for 2015
season. That having been said Kelly
did qualify for the Adams Novice
Jumping Cup, her first final. So pleased
with her - she ran well and coped with
the crowd and went clear. Kelly has
had 2 wins at shows in jumping and
now only requires 1 final win to move
up to grade 4.

Thank you to CSJ and their continued
support. We are lucky to have healthy
and happy dogs without that we would
not have a sport to enjoy.

Looking forward to the 2015 season,
watch this space.

Pi ctured above : Ian Jackson wi th Bobbie
Photography courtesy of Ian Watt

Thank you to CSJ and their continued
support. We are lucky to have healthy and
happy dogs without that we would not have 
a sport to enjoy.

BY IAN JACKSON

csjk9.com

csjk9.com



Although I was surprised to be asked, I am honoured to be
joining the WAO England Team as Coach this year for the World
Agility Championships.

Feedback from CSJ Specialist Canine Feeds

CSJ Agility

BY DAVE LEACH

2014 was full of anticipation 
and surprises for Rusty, Abby
and myself

During a training session with
Rusty, a lump was found in the
roof of her mouth and quickly
identified as cancerous which
was dealt with by the superb
teams at Blackberry Vets and
North Down referrals.

After 2 major Ops and the removal 
of a chunk of her plate bone, as well as 
a number of teeth on one side, Rusty
achieved what can only describe as the
best win of her life when we got the 
all clear from the lab.

Although we didn't start the season as
we had planned Abby quickly achieved
a number of wins to take her out of
Grade 3. While after several months
out Rusty returned in Allsorts and
after all she'd been through went on 
to win a number of classes.

After a good amount of fitness work
Rusty was working well and returned
to full height for the rest of the season,
taking handfuls of top 3's and a couple
of wins as well as qualifying for the
Adam Jumping Cup Final. 

Abby continued to improve
throughout the season and achieved
several more wins taking her Grade
5, including a couple of G1-7 wins
against good opposition.This
qualified her for the Adam Jumping
Cup Final along with Rusty.

Sadly they both had a pole in the final,
but over a very quick course Abby was
amazing and had the 2nd fastest time
ahead of a number of very good Agility
Champions, which was a real surprise.

Although I was surprised to be asked, 
I am honoured to be joining the WAO
England Team as Coach this year for
the World Agility Championships in the
Netherlands in May and look forward
to working with some extremely
talented dogs and handlers.

Lastly a Big Thank you to the CSJ
Team for your continued support and
fuelling our dogs, looking forward 
to another good season without 
so much drama.

This Agility season started with the
anticipation of what was likely to be Rusty's
final competitive season and Abby's first full
season after coming out right at the end of
last year.

,,

,, Pictured  above: Rusty and Abby  after  their  wins on  one day
and  2nd p laces on  the 2nd  day.

Pictured above : Rusty flyi ng hi gh on her return  to acti on .

Pi ctured above : Dave Leach  and f riends.

Pictured above : Rusty and Dave in a cti on .
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CSJ Agility

Competing since the age of 5,
Steven is no stranger to success
With Libby, Steven won the 2014 medium
British Open Agility at Crufts 2014, coming
2nd in the Crufts medium singles and
the Crufts medium Championship Final!

“Since introducing my dogs to the
CSJ Command Performance range 
I feel they are significantly happier
and healthier. Their coats are really
shiny and they seem very content
with plenty of energy and 
enthusiasm to compete and
succeed in Agility.” 

After 2 major Ops and the removal of 
a chunk of her plate bone, as well as a
number of teeth on one side, Rusty
achieved what can only describe as the
best win of her life when we got the all
clear from the lab.

The story began.....

Steven has been competing in Agility
since he was 5 years old. His family
were all passionate about dogs and
dog training so he grew up around the
sport and has always loved it. 

Steven has 4 dogs

Ag Ch No Worries Sweeps Dream –
Libby, a Patterdale Cross
No Worries Son of Sweep – George,
a Patterdale Cross
Morgans R Digital Demon – Digit,
a Sheltie x Collie
Jetsams Drummer Boy – Drum,
a WSD

Steven’s biggest/
most memorable success? 

“My most memorable success so far
was being selected for team GB for
the first time in 2012 in Sweden. 
I felt really honoured to represent
Great Britain. I was also lucky
enough to be selected for the team
in 2013 in Belgium.”  

A better 2015 BY TONI DAWKINS

My Agility Champion Minx is now
nearly 13 so I retired her after Crufts
in March.

That leaves my boy Cute who started
the season really well. He got third in
one of our biggest championship finals
gaining his studbook number. This
gave me a lot more confidence with
him but it went downhill from there.
He started going lame after running
and it has taken until now to find the
problem. I am in the process of
building his fitness up for next season.

I had to make the
dreaded decision to
put to sleep my
perfect girl Kite Agility Champion but
so much more than that to me. 

So, any good news? Yes a puppy,
Sunflower, a different breed for me
and likely to be small for agility. 
I am loving her, she is crazy, funny
and very smart, so watch this space.

I am hoping for a better 2015.

Toni.

Other successes? 

“I have competed for Team England
at the WAOs in Spain in 2013 and
have been fortunate enough to be
selected again  to represent
England in Italy for the WAOs 2014
with Libby. 

We were on the GB squad 2014 and
were selected to represent Team GB
for a third year in Hungary in 2014.” 

What the dogs did…..

Libby is an Agility Champion with 11
CCs under her belt. Libby and I won
the 2014 medium British Open
at Crufts 2014, coming 2nd in
the Crufts medium singles and
the Crufts medium Championship
Final!We also came 1st in the medium
teams with the Cornforth Crackers. 

I have competed in every major final 
in the UK. Libby has qualified for the
2014 KC Olympia Stakes semi-final
already this year. 

George also runs at Grade 7 with a
Championship win and one reserve
ticket to his name so far. 

My young dog Digit runs in large, she
is a beautiful girl who was rescued
from Ireland. I have worked hard
socialising her and am delighted that
she won into Grade 7 at the beginning
of this year. 

Drum also competes in Grade 7 but at
nearly 10 years old now he is just
starting to think about slowing down a
little to give the youngsters a chance! 

“Thank you very much to CSJ for
agreeing to sponsor me. I am really
grateful for your support and
excited about the start of the 
Agility Season!”

6

Pi ctured above : Steven  in  action.
Photography courtesy o f  Ian  Watt:
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As well as being an agility competitor
I’m also involved with a number of
agility related projects. I’m currently
the Agility Team GB International
Team Manager, more of that later.

Karen and I teach competition agility
at a number of different levels from
beginners to handlers wanting to
compete internationally. I also give
seminars on sports coaching with 
a particular focus on applying sports
psychology to dog agility. What does
this mean? Well simply using your
head and your heart in agility. I focus
on mind-set, mental skills and how 
to deal with the fun, pressure and
anxieties of agility; more about this
topic in another article too.

I also have a passion for developing
people. This is an area I’m particularly
interested in developing with Team GB
and with another interest I have being
a founder and partner of Agility1st.  

Agility1st is a business Steve
Croxford and I founded a couple of
years ago with the aim of teaching
agility instructors. We recognised that
there is a wide range of abilities,
standards and methods being used to
teach agility handlers with very little
guidance for instructors. So we
established Agility1st as a way
of providing high quality instruction.

Earlier this year Agility1st gained the
status of being a Kennel Club Preferred
Educational Supplier. This is an
accreditation by a nationally
recognised body, which means it’s a
certification worth having and begins
to establish agility instructors as
nationally accredited instructors and
coaches.

Here are some of my successes at top
level over the years.

Notable successes:
• Winning the Crufts Championship 
in 2010 with my border collie Kodi
(Ag CH Bekkis Carbon Copy)

• Kodi was also runner up in 2011
• Kodi also gained a 4th place in the
individual final at the European
Open in 2009. Kodi is retired now
and enjoys his exercise and even
some low-level agility when he’s 
in the mood.

• My current agility dog Devo has
just finished his second year
competing in Championship classes
and made eight champ finals this
year.

• Devo was also runner up at
Olympia in 2013 which I was very
pleased with.

Mark

Setting goals or making plans for the
year ahead can be quite daunting for
some people. I try to start by thinking
about the dream.

If you have a dream then my advice 
is dream big. Not just moving up a
couple of grades, or qualifying for
something that realistically is perfectly
achievable, no, think BIG something
that really motivates you and makes
you want to jump out of bed every
morning to work on it.

On the day of the first Agility Team 
GB squad Day, 40 of the top agility
handlers and their dogs jumped out 
of bed early. They will be working
hard over the next four months
leading up to the team selections at
the end of April.

The international events we’re sending
teams to this year are The European
Open in Germany and the FCI World
Championships in Italy. At the squad
day handlers will be attending
seminars, running agility sequences,
taking part in handler fitness sessions
and doing some teamwork exercises.
We’re not building rafts this year to
sail down the river Trent, although that
would be an idea for the future... I’ll let
you know they got on next month.

Happy goal setting...Mark

Agility GB. 
New Year’s
Resolutions

CSJ Agility

Why I put Agility 1st

Hi, I’m Mark Laker. I live near Newark (Nottinghamshire) with my
wife Karen and our four border collies (well, four at the moment...). 
Karen and I have been involved with dog training, specifically dog
agility for about 30 years.

We’ve both always had dogs in our families. They are a very big part 
of our life.

BY MARK LAKER 
TEAM MANAGER OF THE KENNEL CLUB AGILITY TEAM GB
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HUW JONES FFYNONGAIN GUNDOGS 
B.A.S.C GUNDOG ADVISOR FOR WALES

CSJ Gundogs

Ffynongain Gundogs, 
the high and low’s of 2014

He is now the second Irish Field Trials
Champion (Ftch) that I have bred. This
was followed by Ffynongain Tank and
my English springer spaniel
Skersmore Augustus, winning novice
field trials. I am very pleased with the
way the year has gone and hopefully
some of the young dogs that are in the
kennels will be ready to compete next
year. Their fitness and health is down 
to CSJ and it shows week in week out 
in that they are in peak condition.

One of my highlights of 2014 was to 
be invited to do the main ring gundog
demonstration at the Royal Welsh
Spring Fair. Now this was one of the
most nerve racking demonstrations 
I have ever done! I took some young
dogs with me to show.

All I was thinking when I walked into
the ring was that Coal, the 20 week
old pup I had with me would run into
the crowd and think all his birthdays
had come at once and eat every burger
he could find. But to my delight he
was faultless – as were the others.

From the Royal Welsh I was invited
again to do the main ring gundog
demonstration at the Welsh Game Fair.
This was the third year I have taken
part and it is a much-loved event with
thousands watching the display each
day. I really enjoy myself at this event
with the shooting community all
watching. I bet they all could do better,
but I would hesitate to guess that not
many would stand in the middle of the 

2014 has been another very good year for the Ffynongain kennel, and
myself with yet another dog gaining the title of Field Trial Champion 
in Ireland - Ffynongain Razor.

arena and show what their dogs can do.

One of the proudest moments of the
year was when the Wales International
Gundog Team won the Irish Game
Fair. They had been so close on many
occasions but to finally win was great.

When I started to select the team for
the Home International and Ireland, 
I came under a lot of pressure from a
few, but I had some great support from
a few people as well as Ceri at CSJ.
Now three years on, the selection
system is working well and producing
world-class dogs and handlers that
normally would not get a chance to
develop, it’s hard sometimes to keep
going as it can be a thankless job, but
when I see new people coming into
our sport and winning some of the top
events in the world then I think, yes,
it’s worth it.

To sum up 2014, I have had highs 
and lows. The highs would be in short
watching the Ffynongain Kennel grow
into a strong working kennel and the
dogs doing well in the shooting field
and in field trials. And some of the
people that come to my training
classes are now competing and
winning. Only a few lows and life 
is too short to mention them!

Now onto 2015 and hopefully it will
be much of the same as 2014, just
enjoying my work and meeting new
people that enjoy the simple things 
in life - dogs

8
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CSJ Gundogs

Overview of the 
Wales Gundog World

Well, what a year 2014 was for Welsh
gundogs of all breeds!

My first thank you has to go to CSJ – Ceri, Phil, and all the staff. 
It’s such a pleasure to deal with you all on everything. A very special
thank you from me, as Captain of the Wales Gundog Team at the CLA
Game Fair, for all your help and sponsorship, which allows us to
compete at the top level.

There is so much we take for granted
from you at CSJ, your help towards the
Game Fair, and the help towards the
Welsh Dog selected to represent Wales
in Team Great Britain at the
International Event at the Kennel Club
Test at Chatsworth. Needless to say for
one that feeds CSJ, I’m delighted with
regards your service and products, 
the condition and performance that 
I get out of my dogs is fantastic – long
may it continue.

This year’s CLA was probably the best
result for the team for the past few
years, second overall, and an
opportunity to have Ceri in amongst
the ugly mob at the presentation as
our sponsor for the photo take. 

2. Craig Perry winning three one
day Qualifying trials to make his
dog up to a Champion and
qualifying for the Championship
at Windsor

3. Alan Rees winning his fourth
open stake, qualifying for the
Championship by winning a two-
day stake in Scotland with his
Field Trial Champion. Qualifying
for his eleventh championship this
year, and gaining a Diploma of
Merit at the Championship at
Windsor.

4. Wesley Thomas winning an Open
Stake and Qualifying for the
Spaniel Championship

In addition - there are a number of
dogs and handlers having won novice
trials and gaining awards in both
Spaniel and Retriever trials this year,
so well done all – long may it continue.

On a sad note, towards the end of
this year Wales lost one of its well
known Gundog Enthusiasts – an 
A Panel Judge, having made up
FTCH Ropehall Star, he ran at the
CLA Game Fair in Wales colours, 
and also at the World Cup.

I introduced Dr Gareth Davies from
Bridgend to Gundogs, when we worked
together for some ten years for the
Forest Enterprise. Our thoughts are
with his family: G. D. was a true
ambassador for the sport, and he will
be sadly missed.

Thanks CSJ and here’s to a very
happy, healthy and successful 2015
to us all.

There were huge benefits from this
year’s events –

1. Nigel Probert winning the
Kennel Club G.B. International
test at Chatsworth

2. All the handlers on the CLA
team, a big mention for the new
boys on the team, they did
remarkably well, not to mention
that some of the veterans didn’t
do so bad either.

Kicking on from the CLA,Welsh dogs
and Handlers came to the fore at the
trials in 2014 – highlights for me:

1. Mark Bettinson winning a
novice trial and going on to
make his young dog into a
Champion, whilst qualifying 
for the Championship at Windsor

Pictured  bel ow: Ceri  with the Wa les Gundog team

BY ALAN REES CAPTAIN OF WALES GUNDOG TEAM AT CLA 
AND   MEMBER OF THE FIELD TRIALS LIASION COMMITTEE AT THE KENNEL CLUB
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CSJ Gundogs

We are delighted to 
sponsor renowned 
gundog trainer, 
Andy Cullen, MBE

Andy Cullen MBE of Laochin Gundogs, 
is based in the picturesque countryside 
of Northumberland and has many years
experience of teaching and working his 
own gundogs.
Andy has gained numerous field trial
awards and successfully tutored his
clients to similar achievements.

In 2011 Andy was voted Gundog
Trainer of the Year and awarded
the Keith Erlandson Memorial Trophy.

Andy Cullen is very fortunate to 
be based in Hulne Park, Alnwick, 
the private estate of the Duke of
Northumberland. This allows him
access to excellent training ground
and enables Andy to offer carefully
structured training programmes 
that help achieve success in either
one to one or group lesson formats.

For further information, contact Andy on 07841 530 967 or
andy@laochingundogs.com or visit his website www.laochingundogs.com.

Whether your interest lies in field
trials, working tests, picking up or
working in the shooting field, Andy's
friendly supportive and constructive
approach will help you build a
successful partnership with your
gundog.

Andy believes in “Training all types 
of Gundogs for all types of People”.
Whether you are starting off your
gundog journey with a Retriever,
Spaniel or HPR, or want to improve
your current success/training, 
Andy is able to offer guidance and
structured training to suit all levels 
of training.

Training all types of
gundogs for all types
of people.
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CSJ Sheepdogs

Kevin Evans...
one of the most talented young
handlers of his generation

Kevin Evans has been described as one of the
most talented young handlers of his
generation. In 1994, at just 13 years of age,
he won One Man and His Dog ‘Young
Handler' competition with Maid, his first trial
dog given to him by Mostyn Isaac when he
was 10.
Kevin currently owns 30+ Border
Collies and when asked how he
became involved in Sheepdog Trials 
he simply says, "I've always been
interested”

That's not surprising since he grew up
around dogs - his playground was the
family farm (Penclyn Farm) in Libanus
under the Brecon Beacons, a part of
Wales that contains some of the most
spectacular and diverse landscapes 
in Europe. 

His father, Dai, a top handler and
trainer in his own right who has
represented Wales five times, has had 
a huge influence on Kevin. 

Kevin Evans is a 15-time member of
the Welsh Team and has won the Welsh
National twice (2011 with Greg and
2013 with Jimmy). He has qualified
for the Supreme Championship 7 times
with 5 different dogs, winning the
event in 2008 with Mirk and Reserve
in 2011 with Greg. He qualified two
dogs for the final of the 2008 World
Trial - Mirk and Spot, and also been
the Reserve International Brace
Champion.

What Kevin wants in a dog

Kevin likes dogs to have good sound
temperament and lots of stamina. 
They must enjoy training! He has no
tolerance for slow, sulky dogs that shy
away from work.

He also likes watching and learning
from other good handlers. He urges
new handlers to watch the best
handlers and try to get help from
them. He says "Never get dejected
when things are not going
well. You must keep trying!”

You can find out more about Kevin and his dogs at: www.kevinevansdogs.com

This year Kevin excelled 
at the World Trial 2014

Once again Kevin represented his
country at the World Trial in
2014 with his two dogs Jimmy and
Greg. They excelled winning the
following titles:

2014 Reserve World Champion
Kevin Evans and Greg

2014 World Trial Finalists
Kevin Evans and Jimmy

2014 Reserve Supreme Champion
Kevin Evans and Greg

Pi ctured above : 
Kevin  Evans dog cal led J immy 

Pictured r ight : 
Kevin penning with  J immy
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CSJ Sheepdogs

North Wales Open Sheepdog
Championships 2014
Watch the thrills and spills on our
video on the CSJ website or on
our YouTube channel.

Things don't always go smoothly for
the experts and you'll see great 'runs'
and some mishaps too in our free-to-
view video of the North Wales Open
Sheepdog Championships 2014.

The trials were held 15th and 16th
August and our camera crew was on
hand to capture the action. The video
gives an exciting overview of the
event with extracts from the Singles
Qualifying Rounds through to the
Championship Final and
presentations.   

During the 16-minute video you'll see
interviews with overall Champion
Aled Owen, who won the Singles
with his dog Cap, and Kevin Evans
who won the Doubles with his dogs
Greg and Kim.

Both Aled and Kevin are
'heavyweight' competitors with
numerous National and International
titles between them. You can find
more photos and info about them
and other handlers in all dog sports
on our website.

Here's what Aled Owen says about
CSJ feeds: "With CSJ food the dogs
clear their plates really well and
they're fit, have plenty of energy
and a good shine on their coats."

With CSJ food the dogs clear their plates
really well and they're fit, have plenty of
energy and a good shine on their coats.,,

,,

Pi ctured be low: Kevin Evans Pi ctured be low: Aled  Owen with Roy

The master 
in sheepdog
handling
Aled Owen is a master in the art 
of sheepdog handling. He is a well-
known and respected face on the
international sheepdog circuit.

Aled's wealth of experience is
demonstrated by his success in
competition. He has now represented
his country at International level 
no fewer than 25 times.

He won the Supreme title in 1999
with Roy, repeating the feat with 
Bob in 2000 to become the first
handler successfully to defend his
title with different dogs, since the
great Northumberland handler,
Thomas Armstrong, did so in 1911
and 1912. His successes include:

• World Sheepdog Trials Champion
2002 & 2008

• International Sheepdog Society
Supreme Champion 1999, 2000 
& 2007

• 7 times winner of Welsh Open
Championship

• 9 times winner of North Wales
Sheepdog Society Open 

• Winner of BBC TV 'One Man and his
Dog' doubles title

• 3 times winner of Welsh National
Championship

• 6 times Welsh Aggregate Champion

Winner of the North Wales Singles
Sheepdog Championship 2014

Aled Owen 2 x World Champion and 
3 x International Supreme Champion
talks about his winning run and his
dog Cap on our film on the CSJ
website, which covers the whole
event. Visit www.csjk9.com

Aled 
Owen...



BY ERIK HOLMGAARD
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Erik Holmgaard and Joe 
at their last trial – CSC
Continental Sheepdog Championship 2014

One of my biggest highlights for
2014 must be the CSC 2014.
Before CSC 2014 I had decided
that this would be mine and Joe’s
last performance on the trial field.

So I was very pleased when I
qualified Joe for the double gather
final. Before the final I had already
decided that if things got too tough
for Joe, I would raise my hand and
call him back.

Joe fetched the first bunch of sheep
and I gave him a ’Look Back’, which
has always been Joe’s favourite. 
It has been said that Joe has
developed one of the funniest ways 
to ’Look back’. He ran as fast as he
could with his almost 11 year old
legs! But then it got too tricky for an
old dog. Some of the sheep tried to
run back to the let-out pen, so I
raised my hand and ’retired’.

Highlights for 2014 and hopes for 2015

I will never forget the applause 
as Joe and I left the field. It was
amazing.

But I did not just qualify Joe for the
final: I actually also managed to
qualify my 4 year old dog, Shep - an
offspring of Joe. It was Shep’s first
international trial and we ended up
fourth.

At the National Trial Field I won the
Danish National for the 3rd time. 
  In 2012 and 2013, I won with Joe
and in 2014, I won with Billie, also
one of Joe’s offspring and got a 2nd
with Shep.

My wife and I, Marie Louise, had
a great trip to Scotland, where this
year’s World Trial took place. 
I participated with my two young
dogs, Billie and Shep, both 4 years
old. Unfortunately, we did not make
it to the semi-finals this time. 

The Highlands took our breath away
and it felt like a dream come true
being there to take part in our great
passion – herding. We are definitely
going back to Scotland.

The most difficult thing for me in
2014 was to say goodbye to Joe. He
suddenly went down very fast with
his arthritis, so at the beginning of
December I decided to give him
peace. It is always very hard saying
goodbye to an old dog and especially
one who I have had so many good
experiences with. Joe will last in my
memory for a long time.

In 2015 I am participating for the
first time at the CSJ sponsored, 
Pre-Continental trial something I am
very much looking forward to. 
And one of my hopes for 2015 is to
qualify two dogs for the CSC in Italy
- at the moment things are looking
good. I hope to qualify my new trial
dog, Roy whom I bought from
Nephin Deradda Sheepdogs in
Ireland. He is really something.
In the winter season I will use my
time on getting my two youngsters
ready for Open Class in 2015. They
are also by Joe.

Lastly, I would like to give a massive
thanks to CSJ for sponsoring me.

I will never forget the applause as Joe
and I left the field. It was amazing.,,

,, Pictured  above, r ight and far r ight : Er ik Holmgaard
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2015 Here we come!
The organisation of the Pre-Continental 
Shepherds Trial BY ELLEN KRAAN
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When we were asked to write an
article for this magazine, the 
Pre-Continental team met around
the kitchen table and reflected on
2014 and started looking forward
to 2015. Once we started, the
stories kept coming!

In 2012 we organised the 
Pre-Continental Shepherds Trial for 
the first time in the Netherlands. Boy,
were we proud! 54 combinations
from 8 countries! We absolutely
believed in this trial but never
thought that in 2015, 112 top
combinations from 14 countries
would register.

The figures speak for themselves: 
The biggest success of the event is
that handlers from all over Europe
find this trial good enough to cross
borders with their companions, the
Border Collies.

This success is shared with over 80
volunteers and our partners. 
If you’ve ever organised an event,
you’ll know how important these
people are. No volunteers or partners
means no event!

Seeing the same volunteers and
partners three years in a row has
made a huge success for this
organisation and we certainly don’t
take this for granted.

Difficulties?

This sparked lot of laughter around
the table. ‘Difficulties? We’d better
call them challenges so we don’t get
depressed!’ By far and wide, the
biggest challenge for 2014 was the
exotic temperatures.

We had to take in consideration that
handlers had travelled great
distances to get to this trial, but we
couldn’t and wouldn’t take any risks
with the sheep or dogs.

What to do?

It was decided on Friday to cancel the
European Drive Championship that
would be held for the first time
Saturday evening.

Then we could take a big break
during the warmest hours of the day
and continue with the trial in the
evening, on Friday and Saturday, to
keep all odds the same. Everywhere
you looked there was water for the
dogs, on and off the field.

A big round of applause to
the flock owners - Marijke
Dirkson and Tjitse & Ellen
Terpstra

We’re proud to say that at the Pre-
Continental, we had good handlers
who ran their dogs tremendously,
sparing them during the run so
they could finish in good health.
Thank you.
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CSJ Sponsorship Overseas

Jim and Davey’s news 
from Scotland

Hi Ceri and the rest of the CSJ
team. I just want to thank you all
for the brilliant dog food and the
very best service you all give us.
And at the same time tell you 
a little about our year.

We had a good year on the trial field.
A lot of Open wins for us. Jim and
Davey were both in the final of the
Isle of Man trial where Jim had a
really good run and ended as runner
up. Jim and Davey were running for
Scotland at the World trial where
both run well in the qualifiers - so
well that we won the Team Gold for
Scotland, together with Michael
Shearer and Ian Brownlie.
Both dogs did well in the semi final
and went on to the final.
Unfortunately I didn't have any luck
and retired them both. I think that
was the last trial for Jim, he has done
a lot of good for me. He is still fit but
he will be nine years in February and
I saw at the World Trials, that
competing three days in a row is 
a little too much for him. I have 
a couple of young nice dogs and
bitches by him at home, so hopefully,
we will have another ‘Jim’ soon.

Davey was fourth at the Scottish
National and did well at the
International in Ireland. He went
through to the final and ended up 
in third place.

I just want to thank you all for the
brilliant dog food and the very best service
you all give us. ,,

,,



There were around 50 call-
outs in 2014, many more -
into call-outs than in 2013. 

The team goes out to search in units of
three – a dog, a handler, and a support
technician. All the operational dog
handlers and support are trained to
national Lowland Rescue standards 
in communications, basic life support,
navigation and water safety. An air-
scenting dog should be able to cover 
2 km of path and its surroundings 
in 1 hour (Level 2), or 50 acres in 
90 minutes (Level 3).

A dog is trained using positive reward
methods to find a person, alert the
handler (usually by jumping up or by
barking), and lead the handler back to
the person. Most of our dogs choose a
ball or a favourite food as their reward,
which is then kept exclusively for use
in a search context. The dogs have to
pass a rigorous assessment before they
can become operational.

One of the challenges of the charity is
to keep the team equipped and trained.
Members are issued with
jackets, t-shirts and
technical kit but supply
the rest – and the
transport - themselves. 

www.csjk9.com

CSJ Berkshire Search and Rescue
At CSJ, we are proud to sponsor several
Search & Rescue downland groups in Surrey,
Buckinghamshire and
Berkshire. The work they
do helps to save lives across
the country. The helpers
and dogs are highly trained
and deserve huge support.

2014 was an exciting year for
Search Dogs Buckinghamshire. 
We are a charity that provides
trained dogs and handlers to assist
the police in searching for
vulnerable missing people; we are
on call 24 hours a day, every day
throughout the year.

Search Dogs Buckinghamshire is one
of the 32 Lowland Rescue teams
nationally, whose combined 1300
members are all volunteers. We train
up to three times a week and the
beginning of the year was very wet 
and muddy indeed! However, we have
had some great successes this year
with the new qualification of Pip
(Cocker spaniel) and requalification 
of Mist (Border collie), Bodger (Border
collie), and Mitch (Springer spaniel)
with their respective handlers.

The team now has 7 qualified dogs, 
of the 50 Lowland Search Dogs
qualified countrywide. These dogs help
Lowland Search teams to cover much
more ground than using humans
alone, and we have been called to
assist in our own county and also to
aid the Oxfordshire, Surrey, Berkshire,
and Midshires teams.

They look after their own dogs, who
are also their pets for life. This year 
the team has attended a lot of events 
to raise awareness of the team, and 
to raise funds.

Events can be as diverse as a stand 
at the county show or a talk to the
local brownies, and the dogs attend
too! This year has also seen the launch
of the “sponsor a dog” scheme, where
members of the public can sponsor a
particular dog and receive updates on
its training and chat to the handlers 
on Facebook:
www.searchdogsbucks.com/sponsora
dog. There are approximately 30 dogs
in training, so there are plenty to
choose from - rivalry between the
spaniels, collies and labradors is as
fierce as ever! In 2015, we look
forward to continuing our work to
bring vulnerable missing people home
safely, looking after our wonderful
working dogs, and training the search
dogs of the future.

A dog is trained using
positive reward
methods to find 
a person.

Pictured  above: S iri us, sti l l growing in to his  search  jacket
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Pi ctured above : Some members of Berksh ire SAR popped in to v is it  CSJ
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CSJ Racing Sled Dogs

Our CP30 fed race teams would
always have a solid toilet, regardless 
of how hard they have worked,
temperature and all the stresses on
their bodies they undergo when racing.
We were wondering why our
performance over the race was below
par when in training they were so very
strong, fast and had relentless drive,
especially since supplementing their
diet with the newly stocked CSJ
product, Racing Blue - Storm® Canis.

The first 2k of the trail was fast and
technical which suited our dogs well,
but the surface was far from ideal for
our teams, being fairly abrasive on
their feet, especially when running 
at speed. But strangely, they struggled
with the long gradual uphill that was
on softer ground through the forest,
and some were even looking to grab
water from the puddles, which is quite
un typical of our dogs behaviour when
racing. John’s expectation of gaining 
a top position on the podium was not
to be this year, with John finishing in
7th place with his team of 8 purebred
Siberian huskies, in spite of the 4
months of training prior to the event
that had gone so well.

Loose, watery toilets from 3 of the
dogs was the first indication of the
cause, and also some vomiting. It did
the rounds through 9 of the 12 

Whilst attending the IFSS / WSA European Dryland Championships 
in France at the end of November, the dogs had the dreaded misfortune 
of picking up a stomach bug – always a risk, being exposed to new strains 
of disease when attending events with so many dogs in attendance from
countries far and wide.

competing huskies as we travelled the
850 miles back to home. None
showing signs of being drastically ‘ill’
in themselves, but reluctant to eat and
drink leading to them being not as
hydrated as we would like (darker
coloured urine) on a long journey. 
A spoonful of Lap-It-Up!milk power
added to warm water, we have found
great to tempt those reluctant to take
fluids. Failing that, some crushed up
CSJ Fishcuits (their favourite treat) in
warm water was used to make a tasty
fishy soup that could not be refused.

On our return to our home in
Scotland, the bug gradually did the
rounds with the majority of the rest 
of the pack. The usual advice from the
vets is to starve for 24 hours, then
introduce a bland diet such as boiled
chicken & rice, but thankfully, the CSJ
food we use for our racing dogs,
CP30, we find ideal to give in these
cases. Very palatable & highly
digestible. Being salmon based, it has
a very low impact on their digestive
system, especially for the northern
breeds that have evolved on fish based
diets. The hole in the centre of the
kibble makes it easier to soak in warm
water, essential for us when aiming to
replace lost fluids.

The majority of our pack were just
showing signs of being off food
for a day or two, with loose toilets and 

or sickness, whereas others were
obviously feeling unwell, reluctant to
leave their beds, and two out of the 
30 dogs requiring an antibiotic to get
them back on track.

It was interesting to note, that those
that suffered more greatly, were those
that no longer race, that eat a basic
maintenance diet, as opposed to being
fed CP30 routinely. The racers also
have their daily ration of Go-On!
Herbs, which, amongst other things,
contains Echinacea - which was sure
to have helped the racers to fight off
the bug more quickly. The dogs were
put on rest until all of the dogs were
free from stomach upset for a full 48
hours – those that had dropped weight
had their diet supplemented with a
chunk or two of energy bars between
meals, and a pump of Salmon Oil on
all of their feeds soon had them
looking back in good condition again.

On their recovery, we were blessed with
a good dump of snow, so you can
imagine the excitement as they were
put back in harness again after a few
weeks rest. Back to heavy, slow work
again now for a few weeks to build lost
muscle. A good excuse for us to go
out together on the passenger sled,
and time to enjoy the beautiful snowy
views at our home, Bowland Trails.

So, Ceri, Thank goodness for your CSJ
diverse range of specialist canine feeds
and supplements – it is a great
advantage for us to be able to rely on
their quality nutrition & effectiveness
to help speedily return our pack to top
condition.

Aargh! The dogs have caught 
a tummy bug! 
– thank goodness for CSJ
BY MARY CARTER, MULTI MEDAL WINNING SATANTA KENNEL OF RACING SLED DOGS
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CSJ Racing Sled Dogs

Keilogo Sprint Kennels BY MARTIN AND DEBBIE OWEN

Hi everyone, being quite new to the CSJ
family so to speak, we thought we would let
you know, who we are and how we are
getting on, so far this season.

Pictured r ight and below: 
Debbie and Martin Owen

We are Martin and Debbie Owen
and we race Siberian Huskies, 
our affix is Keilogo Sprint Kennels. 
We have a kennel of 18 Siberian
Huskies and 2 Welsh Collies
ranging in age from 14 years to 18
months.

At the end of October we entered our
first race of the season, travelling to
Culbin Forest near Elgin in Scotland
to compete in the SDAS National
Championships sponsored by CSJ.
The round trip was 1200 miles and
although a long way was well worth 
it as we ended the weekend as 8 dog
National Champions running 6 dogs,
two of those - Charlie and Kris, are
yearlings we bred last year in their first
ever race.

One other was also our breeding from
6 years ago - Woody running with his
dad Hex. Trinity and Magic our main
command leaders finishing off the
team, Magic being Charlie and Kris’s
dad. Magic is 7 years old, and Trinity
and Hex are 8, which definitely shows
me that CSJ is a great food for all ages.

A week later we were due to travel
to France to compete in the
European Championships, but
unfortunately conditions and finances
meant we had to make the difficult
decision not to attend this time. 

As they say, racing is full of ups and
downs, but we are now trying to get
finances in place to hopefully compete
in the ‘On Snow World Championships’
in February.

A couple of weeks later we entered the
UCSC Sherwood Forest Rally,
competing in the 6 dog class and 3 dog
class. In the 6 we swapped Hex for
Kelly another of the yearlings giving
her first competitive run.

We had two great runs in the 6 dog
class taking the win and setting the
fastest time of the event.

In the 3 dog class we had another of
the yearlings Lucy competing for the
first time with Shifty along side his
dad Hex, taking second place in a very
competitive class, just 4 seconds off.
As always the dogs have done us proud
again this season so far giving 110%.

We would finally just like to say 
a very big thank you to CSJ and all
their team for kindly sponsoring
our kennel this season and
hopefully in the future.

csjk9.com

csjk9.com
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Alaskan Mountain
Dogs BY LEANNE HOLT

I would like to thank you for your support –
it is very much appreciated by our Alaskan
Malamute rescue dogs!

This year we have been very busy both in
and out of the show ring. We have a new
import from Hungary who of course was
raised on CSJ in her country and here.

We took out a series of adverts advertising her
wins and her multiple Crufts qualification. We
also promote CSJ at our training group and the
ring craft that we run and wear our jackets
with pride!
The coming year we will be showing at various
Crufts championship shows as well as
working events.

Her current ranking suggest she will be in the
top 10 Alaskan malamutes in the UK the results being published in the press in
May, of course I will keep the updates coming on to social media.

We hope we will be successful again this year.

Wishing you the very best for the coming year. 

Leanne Holt
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Another successful year 
for Emma and Shane with
Lunartico Malamutes
We’d also like to congratulate Emma
Gates & Shane Price on their
amazing successes – Lunartico
Malamutes. In 2014, they had another
busy and successful year, both in the
show ring and in the trials with
numerous wins, Best of Breed and
Working Group wins at both levels, 
the most recent being Galaxy’s win 
at Windsor Champ Show on June 28th.
Wolf is also now sitting on 2 French
CAC’s, 1 more to become a French
National Champion. And not forgetting
another 4 working titles, 2 from the
USA and 2 in the UK.

“We really do appreciate everything
you have done and continue to do
to support us and our dogs. The
dogs are really thriving now and
have even been complemented on
their health and condition by our
vet and our grooming team. 
We will continue to promote CSJ 
as much as possible.” 

Emma Gates & Shane Price, 
Lunartico Malamutes, 
www.lunartico-malamutes.com

Team up to
beat cancer
Cancer is a bitch let's face it. That's
why we're teaming up to help fight it
with a slogan competition on
facebook and twitter to
win one of our fabulous
bright pink 100%
hoodies, modeled here by
Angie Driscoll, Kinloch
Sheepdogs. Here are
some of the slogans submitted so far.
Join in and see if you can win a hot
pink hoodie® for yourself.

• Let’s outrun cancer
• Lets disqualify cancer
• Time up for cancer
• Call cancer off
• Let's fetch cancer to our feet and

drive it away all4health
• When it comes to cancer we want

to get a GRIP"!
• 'Together with CSJ we can RIP the

heart out of Cancer'!!
• Let's flock together and put a

baaaa'n on cancer
• Round up cancer
• Cancer: 'away!'
• Go out cancer
• Let's put cancer in the dog-house
• Let's collar cancer
• Helping cancer do a ewe-turn
• Cancer: Ewe picked the wrong

bitch!
• Cancer - it's time to single 'ewe' out

and collar the cure!
• Help to win the cancer battle
• I don't need cancer, but I do need 

a pink hoodie®

Pi ctured above : Emma, Galaxy and Wolf ie 
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This was followed, at the end of
November, by the IFSS Triple Crown
Racing Series and SDAS National
Championship Qualifier. Held at
Darnaway in Moray, this was the first
ever IFSS World Cup race to be hosted
in the UK. The event attracted
competitors from all over the UK, with
120 teams entered, many achieving
results which qualified them to race 
in the IFSS European Championships.
This is one of my favourite forests 
to race in, soft, winding trails that are
gentle on the paws, with twists & turns
and dips & climbs to keep the dogs
interested and a perfect setting for 
a race of such significance.

Next up was the mudfest that was
Kershope, I always think a muddy 
dog is a happy one.

In previous years this venue has
suffered icy frozen trails, causing the
event to be cancelled, so a little bit of
mud wasn’t going to deter the
mushers from making the most of it.

There was a great atmosphere round
the trail with visiting media and wellie
clad members of the public coming
along to spectate. When the racing was
over every one got into the Christmas
spirit, thanks to the committee, who
kindly provided mince pies, toasted
marsh mallows and mulled wine

The season started with a well-attended event at Tentsmuir Forest in Fife,
in October 2013. Over 80 teams raced on the familiar trails, easing the
dogs into the race season following a well earned rest through the hot
summer days. Many new members attended, taking part into cani-cross
race, these new faces were present throughout the season and are
welcomed back for the 2014/2015 season.

CSJ Racing Sled Dogs

Sled Dog Association 
of Scotland BY TRACY THOMAS

As we look forward and start preparing 
for the forthcoming season, we still have 
the memories of 2013/2014 to enjoy!

The first race of 2014 was held at
Culbin Forest in the north of Scotland.
Over 80 teams took part, making the
most of the race as the season end
drew closer.

The closing race of the season was
held at Bowlands trails in Perthshire.
The lovely grassy trails with stunning
views over the region are a must for
anyone who enjoys the great outdoors
with their dog(s).

A 3 stage event held over 2 days tested
the mushers and dogs ability to
perform in 3 races, one being in the
hours of darkness.

The mushers and dogs, who had
trained hard through the season,
were rewarded for their efforts, seeing
the dogs achieve some great results. 
At each race, every competitor received
a selection of CSJ dog treats, including
Fruit n Mutt bars and Poppets and
products from the CSJ supplement
range, Billy no Mates and No Ake
herbs.

Many of the top teams fuel their dogs
with CSJ products, favourites being
Hike On and CP30 and put their
continued success down to the
nutritional content and top quality
ingredients.

Huge thanks to CSJ for their continued
support and sponsorship, competitors
enter our races knowing they will have
an enjoyable weekend and that their
goody bag will consist of good quality
CSJ products their dog will enjoy.

Huge thanks 
to CSJ for their
continued support
and sponsorship.

,,

,,



BY MARY CARTER
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First race went down a storm!

We started our race season on great form 
at the SDAS Tentsmuir race October 2014.

It was going to be interesting 
to see if the Racing Blue – 
Storm® Canis feed supplement,
that we had begun trialling, was
going to positively influence their
performance.

Our CSJ Command Performance bred
and fed youngsters, Neon & Xenon,
had a whole year of playing, free
running to build muscle and improve
coordination, their only training as
such at this stage being taught basic
manners. Then, a week after their first
birthday in August, their whole world
changed when they got their first run
in harness.

We started them off, as ever, alongside
sensible older dogs. Hydrated with
Lap-It-Up, and with Fishcuits or
energy bars as their treat after their
run, they performed as we expected -
like naturals - full of drive, strong,
well-constructed and coordinated. 
First a month of slow heavy work,
building more muscle, gradually
increasing distance, the occasional
taste of speed, then interval training
once they were fit until they were ready
to compete in their first race.

I took two of our bomb-proof dogs to
put alongside our youngsters for their
first time running outside of our home
ground, Bowland Trails.

Adrenaline flowing, Neon drove like 
a possessed thing in the lead at her
first ever race, alongside her relentless
uncle, Denzel. Behind them, at wheel,
Xenon showed his immense young
strength alongside his power house
grandfather, Nitro, in a fast and
furious family affair! Finishing day 1
with a 50 second lead!

Second day gave rise to a new
dimension to trialling ‘STORM® Canis’
at the race – The winds had picked 
up & there were some almighty gusts
blowing, causing a degree of
disruption at the race; blowing over the
finishing clocks, causing breaks in the
finish beam and blowing trail markers
over! Pre-warned by a passing dog
walker of a tree on the trail, 
I continued on my way hoping that 
I would be able to easily overcome the
obstacle – I did not expect to see the
entire trail blocked by one of the
mature pine trees, uprooted, and
laying completely across my path. 
This was not the type of Storm I was
hoping to be trialling!

With good manners, Denzel and Nitro
halted and stood calmly,and the pups
followed suit to allow me assess the
situation & fathom out the best action.
I took the leaders neckline to lead
them carefully through the 

undergrowth at the side of the trail,
and make our way around the former
tree-top, over old broken-off stumps
and brambles to get back onto the trail
at the other side.

Totally undeterred by the interruption,
they lined out so I could see there were
no tangles to sort. Relieved, I called
them ahead where they set off like
rockets and continued to drive like
demons past the next marshal point
(where I raised the alarm for help) and
all the way back through the finish
line. Being the only female driver in
my class, and having negotiated the
tree and completed the trail faster than
the others yet again, I finished in first
place one minute ahead of the
competition.

John was taking our other STORM®

Canis - supplemented competitive
team in the 6 dog class at Tentsmuir. 
He finished in first place, 55 seconds
faster than my winning 8 dog team,
and 75 seconds ahead of his
competition in the 6 dog class. Suffice
to say, we will be, without doubt,
ordering more STORM® Canis!
(so long as the wind storm does not
come free with every trial!)

Thanks Ceri for putting us onto yet
another great product.

Adrenaline flowing, Neon drove like a possessed thing 
in the lead at her first ever race.

,,
,,
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Pictured be low: 
Mary and John  Carter CSJ Racing Sled Dogs

The BSSF was formed 12 months
ago with the vision of being the
key learning centre for sled dog
sports in Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, where
everyone can experience sled
dog sports first hand and
embrace them so they can grow. To develop sled dog
sports in Great Britain and Northern Ireland, with 
a view to supporting National teams racing on an
International Level.

Following the success of last year’s event, we have
launched the 2nd BSSF World Cup and National
Qualifying event here in England in February 2015.

The event was held in Kings Forest, Thetford in February
2015. We feel that this outstanding area of natural beauty
along with its stunning trail networks and easy access
from the ports. Kings Forest is perfect for this fantastic
opportunity to show the rest of the World what the UK can

offer. The level of this
event with great national
and international interest
and we attracted large
numbers of entries from
home and abroad and a
large number of
spectators which can only
be good for the economy
of the venue and the
surrounding areas. This
was a prestigious event
so there was a podium
with Gold, Silver and
Bronze medals awarded.

csjk9.com

csjk9.com

THETFORDEngland
FEBRUARY

2015
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Feedback from CSJ Specialist Canine Feeds

CSJ Disc Dogs
The West Midlands
IPO

CSJ IPO

What a great season we had! Driving more than 
15,000 km to more than 20 competitions to compete
and judge in 7 European countries! The goal was set
to qualify for the UFO World Finals (the first Disc Dog
Final held outside of the US) and to support our
sport to keep growing.

We both worked hard to come to that point and the work 
is still not done. Even though we made many podium places
this year, we also had lows where I sucked to give that little
crazy dog the guidance she needs. From every low I learned
and with the help of the perfect working herbs from CSJ, 
we both have great support to improve!

Way more proud I am to tell, that Granny Lara (almost 14
years now), is still in such an awesome shape (thanks to the
great herbs from CSJ!), that she kept competing with me and
made one more time the qualification to the UFO World
Finals! It was a really heart touching moment to compete
with here at the Finals and give here the last round on the
field to say goodbye. After 13 years active competing she has
now decided to retire and enjoy the events from the sideline
as our mascot.

This long season with as many competitions 'I have never
played in so many competitions as in this long season. The
whole year in the sport was a highlight. We enjoyed every
single moment of traveling and playing together, hanging
with friends from all over Europe!

One special highlight was the INCREDIBLE sponsorship
from CSJ for our AWI European Championship!
The competitors have been more than impressed from all 
the awesome gifts!

I cannot say it often enough... THANK YOU SO MUCH
CSJ for the awesome support you give us with the
BEST dog food and herbs to keep my champions in
perfect shape and to have fun (and success) with our
beloved sport!

We are already looking forward to the new season! 
Goals are set for qualifying for the World Finals again and
travel to the US to compete, help to keep our sport growing
(maybe finally bring it to the UK) and of course to improve
our game!!!

The West Midlands Schutzhund Club grew from an
informal group in 2008 to a registered club in 2010.

There are approximately 20 members at the club all with 
at least one dog. 

Approximately 10-12 handlers are entering the trial so far
which is the weekend of October 18th/19th 2015, where

they will be doing BH's, IPO1's
and IPO2's and one dog is going
for it's IPO3. Most of us feed 
a mix of raw or dry kibble. 
My three have all different "Old
Champ!" for my retired boy.
"Super Dooper Champ!" for my
2 year old and "Little Champ!"
currently for my pup. I have also
used different herbs in the past

and the fish treats. My current working bitch came from
Vytensa GSD's in Newcastle and the breeder uses CSJ
which was a pleasant surprise.

CSJ proud to sponsor
Obedience UK

CSJ Obedience

We are very proud to sponsor
Obedience UK. Here’s a shot
of Hilary Holley’s Morgan
winning 4th in obedience B
& C now fed on CP30.

Thank you so much CSJ fo the
awesome support you give us
with the best dog food.,,

,,

BY CHARLOTTE WILDMAN 
SECRETARY OF THE WEST MIDLANDS SCHUTZHUND/IPO CLUB



Anne Alcock is Team Manager
of the famous Live Wires
flyball team

www.csjk9.com

CSJ Flyball
CSJ Sponsor 
Dane of the 
Year 2014

CSJ Show Dogs

They first won the prestigious BFA
Summer Championships in August
2007. 

Live Wires is a section of the
Warrington & District Dog Club
and are hosting the BFA National
Championships, in August 2008,
at Hope Farm, Southam, and
Warks.

Anne has 3 black and white Border
Collies aged 10, 6 and 4 – Josie,
Gypsy and Jenni, all of whom take
part in flyball and agility. They are
from Ewloe, North Wales and are ISDS
registered (i.e. from working trialling
stock) and also registered with the
British Flyball Association (BFA).

So how did the involvement
in flyball start?

In May 2000 Anne and her husband
were looking to do competitive agility
so joined Wilmslow Dog Club and
discovered that not only were they
running an agility course but also, 
on another night, flyball.

All about Flyball

Anne says, "Flyball being essentially
a team sport has meant that my
biggest success has been to build
up the club from just 5 members to
the size it is now. We are currently
one of, if not THE largest flyball
club in the country. We have 7
teams (with ‘Wires’ as part of the
name, all our teams have different
titles) that compete in the main
sanctioned BFA events, as well 
as having other dogs & puppies 
in training to take part in
beginners (called Starters)
competitions. Our membership
stands at over 45 people, with over
50 dogs."

Dane Of The Year 2014 was
organised by The Northern Great
Dane Club. 

The winners were as follows:
Best In Show:
CH Cismeralda Von Tir Na Nogh At
Daneworth

Reserve Best In Show:
Hecklehaze Lady Esther Of Pendayne

Best Opposite Sex in Show:
Ch Selmalda Koochie Ryder

Best Puppy In Show:
Leamap Whiskey Galore and Reserve

Best Puppy In Show:
Jaydania Sadie Frost

Judges were two breeds specialists 
Mrs Sue Searle and Mrs Olivia
Bates

And of course, Laurence Morgan
Evans has had a superlative year
with Vanmore Great Danes, winning
prize after prize. You can find out more
here: www.vanmoregreatdanes.com

About Anne Alcock

Before Anne got more involved in
flyball Anne was involved in a dog
display team (obedience & agility
demonstrations) from 1997 for 
4 years.

She also competed in NW working
trials and agility competitions for
Wilmslow Dog Club. In 2006 they
entered and were successful in
qualifying for Crufts flyball
competition – calling the team
‘Warrington Wizards’ and competing
in the annual Crufts show at the NEC,
Birmingham. Unfortunately they didn’t
make any further headway that year.
Ann also runs an agility section of the
club but otherwise, as the teams
compete roughly every other weekend
throughout the year, Flyball takes all
Anne’s time.

Sue McDermott is an agent for CSJ
and recommends CSJ products to club
members. To find out more, contact:
Anne Alcock (Live Wires Team
Manager) email:
g.alcock@care4free.net
www.livewireteams.org.uk

“CSJ food provides our team dogs
with the ideal nourishment to
compete at the top level and
maintain the challenge to be 
‘top of the charts’ in UK flyball
competitions.”

Anne Alcock

Pictured r ight : Gypsy and Jenni

Pi ctured above : Best in  show, reserve and opposite sex dogs

Pictured above: 
Best puppy in  show

Pictured r ight : 
Laurence Morgan Evans
with  Champion Vanmore
Eye Catch ing 
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Feedback from CSJ Specialist Canine Feeds

CSJ Bike-joring

Sled dogs and now conquering
Bike-joring too!
Bethan and Daniel Fitzgerald enjoy the challenges

As well as performing at top level
in Sled Dog Championships,
Bethan and Danny Fitzgerald, are
busy conquering Bike-joring too.

In the last two years Bethan and
Danny have achieved Gold in the
National Championships and been
winners of the Sled Dog Association 
of Scotland Championships in the 
2 dog and 4 dog Open classes.

They have also raced at the World
Championships on snow in Norway 
in 2011 and the European Dry Land
in Germany in 2012. Bethan and
Danny compete in  Cani-Cross
competitions in Bike-jor and one 
of their dogs has won the Pembrey
race 3 years in a row… at only 4
years old!

How it all started

Bethan and Danny spent most of
their lives growing up in Wales and
have lived and travelled all over the
World but in 2005 they both decided 
to settle down and get a dog and this
is when their lives took a big turn in 
a direction that was never predicted!

Danny decided to get a Malamute
puppy and Bethan got a German
Wirehaired Pointer puppy. At puppy
class they started talking to sled dog
people and they become more and
more interested in the sport, the
Malamute was a natural but it took 
a while to get the pointer running! In
2006 they moved to Edinburgh so that
Bethan could follow her dream to
become a vet. They wanted to continue
with the sport so joined the Sled Dog 

Association of Scotland who accepts
any capable breed, they were welcomed
with open arms and learned so much
from people like Keith Johnston,
Steven Lyndsay and Shane Murray,
who encouraged them to be the best
and have a lot of fun doing it!

3 years later they had gained another
German wire-haired pointer to make 
a 2 dog team for Beth and 4
Scandanavian Hounds to make a 4 dog
team for Danny.

Currently (2013) they have two more
Scandanavian Hounds (from Keith
Johnson) and have produced a very
fast 6 dog team who are all capable 
of being leaders.

Bethan’s achievements:

• 2 dog National Champion two years
in a row

• 2013 2 dog SDAS champion
• 15th out of 48 at the European
Championships in Germany 2012
in the 2 dog class (scooter)

• 9th at the European Bikejor
competition in Cirencester 2012 

• Bronze in the National
Championships 2012 bikejor

Danny’s achievements:

·  4 dog SDAS Champion two years 
in a row

·  28th at the on-snow World
Champion in Norway in 2011

·  6th place at the Bikejor European
Championships in Cirencester 2012

·  13th out of 27 at the European
Championship in Germany 2012

·  Silver in the National Championship
in the Bikejor 2012

What Bethan told CSJ about their
food…

“A good complete diet for our big
strong dogs, we don’t need to add
anything else. They have shiny
coats and nice firm faeces – the
only indication of a good food
(that’s the vet talking!)”

Contact details:
rafiki_beth@yahoo.co.uk

Just a 30 min drive from Bethan and
Danny’s home was the Scottish
National Championships, a World Cup
race and this time Bethan was ready
to race (after having a baby), the dogs
flew and got the gold with the fastest
rig time with four dogs.

Charlie did superbly again with
Danny and won the fastest time of the
weekend in the bike-jor, faster than the
8 dog teams! That means both Danny
and Bethan have qualified for the
2015 World Championships in Canada! 

Danny then competed in the IFSS
Paris European Championships
where he achieved 5th place out of
29 with his 6 dog team - lead by
none other - Charlie and his brother
Harry, then Pepsi and Vinnie in the
middle and George and Oz as the
power at the back.

Bethan said, “All dogs are fed CP30
and we add Salmon Oil for the extra
calories in the cold weather. A splash
of Go On! herbs and STORM Canis
to maximise their potential.”
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Pi ctured be low: Various Bike-joring competi tors

All dogs are fed
CP30 and we add
Salmon Oil for extra
calories in the cold
weather. ,,

,,
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CSJ Ireland
CSJ New Partners

CSJ is now listed by a large company called Quinns 
of Baltinglass based in Eire. They are stocking 

a range of CSJ products
including: Champ! Adult,
That’ll do! Hi Lost!,
Complete Tripe! and Little
Champ!

Our first task is to sponsor the Nursery Sheepdog Final in
Eire in early February 2015. Quinns will take a stand and
we will offer vouchers for free bags of CSJ dog food to the
winners of qualifying nursery trials.

This is a great introduction for CSJ into the Irish working
dog sports – with many handlers in Ireland having already
heard of CSJ.

This new association gives CSJ access to around 90 stores
in Ireland, so we should be able to supply everyone who is
interested.

Quinns of Baltinglass Ltd, was established in 1936 and 
is now one of the largest privately owned agriculture
merchants in Ireland. Today Quinns have retail outlet
premises in Wicklow, Carlow, Offaly and Kildare, as well 
as a big presence in the West of Ireland.

We are excited to be working alongside Quinns in the
heart of Ireland.

For wholesale enquiries Email Larry Cooper on
sales@quinns.ie or call +353 (86) 254 3941
Find out more about Quinns at: www.quinns.ie

Feedback from CSJ Specialist Canine Feeds

EVERYTHING FOR THE FARMER

EVERYTHING FOR THE FARMER

CSJ Sponsorships

CSJ continues to sponsor and support dog sports
from the grass roots right up to Championship level.
These include:-

• KC International Open Agility Festival – 4 days

• KC Agility Team GB

•World Agility Open Championships, 
Ermelo, the Netherlands – 4 days

• UK Agility/CSJ Grand Prix

• UK Agility Nationals

•Wales Gundog Team – CLA Game Fair

•Wales Gundog Team – Irish Game Fair

•Wales Gundog Team – Anglesey Game Fair

•Wales Team – World Sheepdog Trials

• North Wales Open Sheepdog Championships

• All Wales Nursery Sheepdog Final

• 3 Province Nursery Sheepdog Final, Eire

• Pre Continental European Shepherds Trial, 
the Netherlands

• BFA Summer Flyball Championships

• SDAS British Championship Series

• BSSF (British Sleddog Sports Federation)/IFSS
(International Federation of Sleddog Sports)World Cup
UK Qualifier

• Heelwork to Music Team Great Britain 
– European Championships

• Great Britain Team - FCI IPO World Championship 

• European Disc Dogs Finals, Germany

• Dane of the Year Show

• Boston Championship Show 
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Pictured above from l ef t to r ight: 
Ph il Rundle, B ill  Chudley, Ceri  Rundle, Lar ry  Cooper, Maura  Ryan
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CSJ likes social media
and so do you!

CSJ Social Media

Over 2000 likes on facebook.
Over 1000 likes on twitter. 
New on Instagram
It’s official. CSJ loves social media and social media
loves CSJ. If Mark Zuckerberg hadn’t come up with 
it first, we’re pretty sure we would have done!

There’s simply no better way to share news, photos and
films quickly and easily with the working dog community
across all dog sports.

We pride ourselves that our facebook page is really the
only place where competitors, trainers and dog handlers
meet through all the different dog worlds, to compare
notes, share successes, enter competitions and learn new
information.

Our pages are about people and dogs. We love hearing
your stories, seeing your photos and getting into the grit
and determination behind every sport.

Our top facebook post
of the year was: 
Bird playing with dog.
Check it out! 

Now on
Instagram

If you’re on Instagram, upload your photos to
CSJ_dogfood and use #csjworkingdogs

It’s the easy way to like, share and comment on pics of
working dogs in action, while you’re out and about on
your phone.

Got something to tell us? Go straight to our social media
pages and share it. We answer messages straight away.

Charity starts with 
Pet Blood Bank!

CSJ Charity Associations

We’re proud to say, we raised
over £2000 for Pet Blood Bank
in 2014. Everything from
shaking cans at stands to our
kind friends selling strawberries
at the CLA.
Why Pet Blood Bank?

We’re asked to support charity causes all the time and
if we could help them all, we would! Rather than say
yes to some fundraisers and no to others, we’ve decided
to choose one main charity to fundraise for all year.
After much deliberation, we chose Pet Blood Bank
as it’s an amazing cause that helps dogs at critical
times in their lives.

Help to save thousands of dogs’ 
lives every year

Launched in 2007, Pet Blood Bank UK is the first and
only charity of its kind that provides a canine blood bank
service for all veterinary practitioners across the UK.

Just like a human blood bank service, Pet Blood Bank
UK collects from willing dog donors at organised
collection sessions nationwide, on average three
sessions a week. The blood is then processed into
packed red blood cellls and fresh plasma, and delivered
to veterinary practices when they need it most.

Every unit of blood collected can help save four dogs'
lives, saving thousands of lives every year. If you want
to fundraise or do something to help, please join our
JustGiving page here: 
www.justgiving.com/Csj-Specialist-Canine-Feeds/

Visit:
www.petbloodbankuk.org/pet-owners/our-supporters/

CSJ IN ASSOCIATION WITH
There’s simply no better

way to share news, photos and
films quickly and easily with the
working dog community across
all dog sports.

,,
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CSJ New Products
Feedback from CSJ Specialist Canine Feeds

Meaty Treats
Going, going, gone. New Dinner
Bait, Training Tips and Gnaw Rolls
are delicious, semi-moist, full meaty
snacks. Great for training or for
rewards, your dog will love Meaty
Treats. Easy to hold and chew, an
easy size to carry in your pocket or
sprinkle onto your dog’s food, you
know you’re onto a winner with
Meaty Treats.

• 100% natural 
• High in protein 
• High in fat 
• Around 80% meat

Training Tips
Delicious semi-moist 80% meat treats
with Cranberry & Blackcurrant. 
Air-dried for extra flavour. Ideal for
training. A complementary feed for
adult dogs. Feed 10-15 per day as
part of a balanced diet.

Made from: Composition: Meat 80%
(venison, wild boar, bison, beef),
Glycerol, Fibre, Wheat, Blackcurrant,
Cranberry

Size of pack: 100g. 

Price: £3.95

Price inc. VAT

Price without VAT: £3.29

Training Tips

Brill Reward Treat. 
I found these treats 
at the Boston Champ
Show on the CSJ
show stand, they
said give them a try,
and they were right
the dog loves them,
they quick to
swallow, they don't
leave your hands
greasy, and the bag
is resealable.
Claire Emmerson

NEW
for 2015
from CSJ

,,

,,
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CSJ New Products
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Gnaw Rolls
Gnaw Rolls – Gn-orals – geddit!
Yes, these chews are good for healthy
breath and teeth. Delicious semi-
moist 99% meat treats with Seaweed
& Parsley. Air-dried for extra flavour.
Ideal for reward while benefitting
your dog's oral health. 
A complementary food for adult dogs.
Feed 1 Gnaw Roll per day as part of 
a balanced diet. 

Made from: Venison 99%, Seaweed,
Parsley.

Size of pack: 100g.

Price: £3.95

Price inc. VAT

Price without VAT: £3.29

Works well... I started using this
in Nov with my 5 year old
Springer on CSJ's advice as she
has bad Spondylolysis & also a
trapped spinal nerve so has been
on lots of painkillers. We have
now almost managed to get her
off the painkillers with the help 
of No Ake! Which is something
we never though we would
manage, as she suffers so much. 
Thank you No Ake!
Fiona Pedley

,,

No Ake!
Tincture
So popular a herb, we’ve made it into 
a tincture too. Easy to apply and
works wonders on stiff joints and
aching injuries. No Ake! is a highly
potent herb, aimed at the nutritional
maintenance of the dog's musculo-
skeletal system and in particular the
inflammatory response. The daily dose can be added to
the dog's dinner on a continuous or ad-hoc basis. **
Please be aware that further injury to a dog could be
caused by this product masking any pain.

Made from: Devil's Claw Root No Ake! tincture is
extremely effective and can provide an extra bit of help
- without the need for steroids or pricey alternatives
AND it won't upset your dog's tummy.

Size of pack: 250ml. 

Price: £21.50

Price inc. VAT

Price without VAT: £17.92

,,

Dinner Bait
Delicious semi-moist 80% meat treats
with Cranberry & Blackcurrant. 
Air-dried for extra flavour. Ideal as 
a tasty topper for your dog's dinner. 

Made from: Meat 80% (venison, wild
boar, bison, beef), Glycerol, Fibre,
Wheat, Blackcurrant, Cranberry.

Size of pack: 120g.

Price: £3.95

Price inc. VAT

Price without VAT: £3.29
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Focus!
This product has really has brought on the Wow factor! After all, how many
trainers and handlers wish their potential champions would just settle down
and concentrate on training and during competitions? 'Focus!' has been
formulated specifically for these dogs. Several top handlers in the various dog
sports have trialled this product and are now totally convinced it has made 
a real difference.

Made from: Camomile, Lemon Balm, Vervain, Skullcap and Passion Flower.
Camomile is valuable in helping support the nervous system. Commonly
known as the most popular herbal tea for a ‘relaxing sleep’, Chamomile 
is often used as a 'calming and digestive aid'.

It can also help maintain healthy skin. Lemon Balm is known for its 'calming'
action and  was thought historically to relieve melancholy or ‘stress’. Vervain's
main property is to help support the nervous system but is also a 'calmer' and
can help give the dog a general 'boost'. Skullcap can be beneficial for dogs
showing signs of excitability and general restlessness. Simply sprinkle the dry
herbs over your dog's dinner (if feeding dry kibble, ideally drizzle a drop of
water or Salmon Oil before adding the herbs so that they 'adhere' to the kibble).

Price: £14.50

Price inc. VAT

Price without VAT: £12.08

CSJ New Products

Focus! has made a real difference to my
youngest 'excitable' high performance Flyball
dog. After a short time on Focus! she was
noticeably more controlled in the ring and
concentrating significantly better on her
racing. Focus! has significantly improved 
the consistency of my dog's performance, 
and I strongly recommend it.

Martin Eubank, Live Wires Flyball Team 
(3 x British Champions & former European Champions)

,,

,,

Lap-It-Up!
New Lap-it-Up! is dare we say just
being lapped up by puppies, nursing
bitches and especially dogs that just
don’t usually want to drink. 
Lap-it-Up! a complete, top quality
milk replacer - suitable for rearing
puppies and bitches in whelp. Useful in
its diluted form to encourage dogs to
drink to help avoid dehydration on hot
(or very cold) competition days. It’s a
complete Feeding Stuff - Milk Replacer
suitable for rearing of puppies and
'boosting' bitches in whelp.

Made from: Skimmed milk powder,
whey powder, vegetable oil (palm,
coco, soya) and wheat. All you need
to do is to prepare the milk by mixing
200g of Lap-It-Up powder with
800ml of warm water to make one
litre of milk and feed at blood heat
(37ºC).

Feed frequency should be between 
4 and 6 times per day.

Price: £19.00

Price inc. VAT

Price without VAT: £15.83

Please note: All puppies should
receive adequate colostrums from the
bitch after birth as soon as possible.
If this is not available then a suitable
colostrums replacement powder
should be given as the first feed. 

If you want to see how well new 
Lap-it-Up! is going down, watch
the video on our website, where
champion breeder and handler,
Mary Carter talks about 'Lap-it-
Up!'. Mary Carter, Satanta
Siberians, Gold, Silver and Bronze
Medal Winner, in the SDAS
Scottish and National Sleddog
Championships.
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CSJ New Products & Advice

Fruit ‘n’ Mutt
twin pack
Our incredibly popular Fruit ‘n Mutt
bar has doubled in popularity, so
we’ve brought it out in a twin pack.
Containing a feast of natural fruits
and herbs - these twin pack (2 x
60gm) energy snack bars are perfect
for when your dog needs a bit more
oomph! Product Details. Made from 
a feast of natural fruits and herbs.

Ingredients: Jumbo oats, honey,
apple pieces, gelatine, plasma
powder, rape oil, acacia gum,
tomato flakes, carrot slices,
dicalcium phosphate, yeast,
seaweed, glucosamine, blackcurrant
extract, turmeric, beetroot,
rosemary, comfrey leaf, dandelion,
burdock, nettle, celery seed, devils
claw, yucca extract with EC
permitted antioxidants, mixed
tocopherols or natural origin and
vitamin C.

Use Fruit ‘n Mutt bars as a training
reward, a lunch time snack or as
part of your dog’s main daily diet.

Price: £2.00

Want to find out more? Watch the
video on our website where Eddie
Scott talks about Fruit 'n Mutt.
Eddie Scott, ESS Gun Dog
Championship Winner 2013 with
Broomfield Rosetta

Watch out! The flea and tick
season is starting earlier and
earlier every year
One of our most popular products ever! We recommend you start early to
build up the effect of Billy No Mates! on dogs and cats. That’ll help your
dog or cat gain maximum protection during the hot months when fleas and
ticks are everywhere. Billy No Mates! is a really effective, natural Flea,
Tick and Mite Repellent for dogs and cats and can take around six weeks 
to build up good results.

Simply sprinkle Billy No Mates! over food from early March onwards.

  Made from an aromatic combination of mint, seaweed, fenugreek, neem
leaves and lemon balm.

If you suspect your dog has fleas before starting Billy No Mates!, 
we advise using our  using our Skinny Dip Shampoo.

An effective, natural shampoo that has been formulated to repel fleas,
ticks, mites (including mange), lice and flies. What’s more, it smells great
and leaves a lovely shiny coat. SLS and parabens free. Best used in
conjunction with Skinny Spray. Sore or irritated areas may also benefit
from the application of Skinny Cream or Pure Neem Oil. Perfect for
dogs, horses and humans (not cats)!  

Price: £13.00

Price inc. VAT

Price without VAT: £10.83

Later in the year, as the flea and tick season begins to calm down as the
weather gets colder, give your dog a Billy No Mates! break. That’ll make
the efficacy of the product even stronger when you start using it the
following year. 

Price: £13.50

Price inc. VAT

Price without VAT: £11.25

Billy No Mates! Love this stuff. This works
wonders, much kinder than the chemical
treatments. My Doberman’s coat is sleek,
shiny and in great condition and it's all
thanks CSJ and their fantastic products.
Karen Monaghan

,,

,,
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CSJ New Products

New STORM® Canis
Highly effective support to optimise muscle performance

Unique STORM
®
Canis is a totally

natural feed supplement that really
helps all working and sporting dogs
work at optimal speed and power for
longer. By encouraging fast bursts 
of speed and quick recovery times,
STORM

®
Canis actively promotes 

a dog's health and well being. 
It should be added to the normal diet,
thus providing part of a normal
balanced ration. 

STORM
®
Canis benefits:

• Delays muscle fatigue and improves   
recovery by optimising local muscle   
fuel stores, improving management 
of lactic acid and supporting muscle 
recovery and repair following 
strenuous exercise

• A natural complementary feed
supplement that can help all
working and sporting dogs work at
optimal speed and power for longer.
It should be added to the normal
diet, providing part of a normal
balanced ration

• Scientifically proven to delay muscle 
fatigue and the ‘burn’ of lactic acid 
build up in muscles, which means 
dogs can perform at maximum 
speed or power for longer. Moreover, 
it supports muscle repair and 
speeds recovery

33
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I finished in first place one minute ahead of the competition… 
John finished in first place… Suffice to say, we will be ordering more
STORM® Canis! Mary Carter

Science behind STORM
®
Canis

The combination of active ingredients
in STORM® Canis is unique
worldwide. Developed by the world's
leading authority on Carnosine, this
revolutionary product can transform
your dog in any discipline, both in
training or competition.

STORM® Canis combines
ProCarnosine® with a specialised
carbohydrate and other functional
amino acids and amino acid
derivatives. STORM® Canis
comprehensively supports muscle
function to optimise work and
performance. 

STORM® Canis is rigorously
tested for Naturally Occurring
Prohibited Substances (NOPS)
prior to release for sale and is a
completely legal feed additive. 

For a sustained effect STORM®

Canis should be fed for 1 month
prior to racing or competition and
then fed throughout the working
or competition season. STORM®

Canis can be discontinued out of
season or during periods of rest.

ProCarsonine® Nitrogenous organic
acid, Alpha amino acids, sucrose
derivative. 

Price: £55.00

,,

,,
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CSJ Misc

Show Stand Factory Investment

You’ll see our show stand at exhibitions and shows all over
the UK. We always have samples of products to try. 
If you’d like nutritional information, please get in touch
with Nicki, our Nutrition Adviser via our website. She’s
often at the shows too, so look out for her on our stand.

In 2014, we were busy expanding our factory warehouse.
Now we’re proud to offer better stock holding and a
covered loading area, which means we can protect our
products even better as we're producing and delivering
more and more CSJ worldwide. 

r t d l x e o h i b k q a n a

r m n a t i z o p i y f h d k

o v j l k k r y r k z a w l q

o s d s a x p t f e b e f s j

z b y j h i z n e j f f d v y

h e e l w o r k t o m u s i c

z y j d d s w t x r x c f s r

i s l y i h y d g i a r n t t

h g l w s e l t o n v s t k j

f o a e c e n b i g i i d j p

h d b g d p q c l l s k b f c

x n y f o d r l e o i g r e q

s u l z g o o t s p k g n o u

o g f b s g x g q e z h a f w

j s k s m s f t s x k l j i k

Working Dogs
Word Search
Try your hand and test
your wits with our
Working Dogs' Word
Search. 

There are 13 words buried
in our Word Search Puzzle
and they’re all types of
different dog sports.

See if you find them, circle
the answers, then email
the words you’ve found 
to us with the subject
heading: Working Dogs
Word Search at:
info@csjk9.com

We'll send a pack of CSJ
Treats to the first random
correct entry that we select
by March 31st 2015. 

Good luck!

csjk9.com

csjk9.com



CHAMP! Protein Oil Ash Fibre Protein Source

Champ Adult! 20% 9% 8.5% 3% Beef & Lamb

Little Champ! 26% 11% 8% 2.5% Beef, Lamb & Chicken

Sooper Dooper Champ! 28% 12% 8% 2.5% Beef, Lamb & Chicken

Old Champ! 18% 6% 8% 4% Beef & Lamb

ORIGINAL Ash Fibre Protein Source

Lamb Senior (wf)* 6% 4% Lamb

Herbie Nuts 5% 2.5% Chicken

That’ll do!/Hi Lost! 8.5% 2.5% Chicken

Lamb & Rice (wf)*

Fit n Fast [No rice] (wf)*

Herbie Rings

Puppy

Rocket Fuel!

23%

24%

28%

30%

11%

10%

13%

14%

8%

5%

6.5%

6%

6%

2.5%

3%

2.5%

2.75%

3%

Lamb

Salmon

Chicken

No Grainer (grain free) 27% 22% 6% 3.5% Tripe, Chicken, Duck & Salmon

Chicken

Chicken

Hike On! [No rice] (wf)* 31% 20% 5.0% 2.5% Salmon & Beef

COMMAND PERFORMANCE Protein Oil Ash Fibre Protein Source

CP18 (wf) 18% 8% 7% 3.5% Lamb

CP21 (wf) 21% 12% 6% 3% Salmon

CP24 (wf) 24% 14% 9% 2.5% Lamb

CP27 (Puppy) (wf)

CP30 (wf)

CPXtra (wf)

27%

30%

16%

16%

20%

12%

7.5%

7%

3.5%

2.5%

3%

3.5%

Lamb

Salmon

Salmon

01745 710470
www.csjk9.com

Protein Oil

17% 7%

20% 10%

21% 12%

22% 10%

Complete Tripe! 8% 3% Fresh Tripe22% 13%

CSJ Feeds at a glance

Feedback from CSJ Specialist Canine Feeds

New website coming soon!
New website planned for 2015.
It’s going to be all singing, 
all dancing, clear, easy to use
and fun.

CSJ Plans for 2015

We’re planning a big community news section, plus

help, advice, tips, films and everything you could

need to know about staying fit and healthy in the

world of working and sporting dogs.

HERBS

Billy No Mates! 300g
Billy No Mates! Tincture 250ml
Calm Down! 200g
Come On! 200g
Down Boy! 200g
Eezy Peezy! 200g
Focus! 200g
Get Over! 200g
Go On! 200g
Heal! 200g
Hold It! 200g
No Ake! 75g
No Ake! Tincture 250ml
Resist! 200g
Seaweed & Parsley 100g
Seaweed & Parsley 350g
Stroppy Bitch! 200g
Turn Back Thyme! 200g

SKIN PRODUCTS

Ekoneem 50ml
Ekoneem Shampoo/Soap Bar
Skinny Dip Shampoo 250ml
Skinny Cream 200ml
Skinny Spray 250ml

SUPPLEMENTS

Gravy Works! 500g
Lap-it-Up! 2kg
Salmon Oil 500ml
STORM® Canis 1kg

TREATS

Dem Bones 500g
Fishcuits 185g
Fruit n Mutt Energy Bars 60g x 2
Pemmikan Bars 400g
Meaty Treats - Dinner Bait 120g
Meaty Treats - Gnaw Rolls 100g
Meaty Treats - Training Tips 100g

CSJ Products

Your local stockist




